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CHANGE DIAGNOSTIC

WE BRING VISION AND CONFIDENCE
TO THE TABLE
In a world where change is constant, we bring you the commercial discipline and impartial eye to make better
decisions, in an eight-week sprint process to give you reliable change strategies, fast!

EIGHT WEEK SPRINT TO CLARITY
USER NEEDS

FUNDAMENTALS

DATA AND PROCESS

• One to one interviews

• Critical expert input

• Business rhythm

• Observation

• Industry best practice

• Data availability and flows

• Departmental SLAs

• Published research

• Management reporting

• Feedback/Surveys

• Communications
• Existing processes
• LEAN advisory

DIANOSTICS

Rationalise – Simplify – streamline – validate
• T he vision of an outside consultancy to bring a forward-looking view to your business, instead of thinking from only
today’s perspective
• The confidence and experience to help you make tough decisions
• A
 full toolkit of people management expertise to give you actionable advice and committed outcomes, including team
skills analysis, facilitation, executive coaching, benefits realization and our own Rapid Improvement Workshop strategies.
• U
 nlike many consultancies, we roll up our sleeves to take full part in your business. Our people are embedded on-site
in your team and committed to generating real results.
• W
 e will make changes now - changes your in-house experts may shy away from - and take responsibility for those
decisions. We cut away the corporate flannel and focus on activities which will make change stick for good.

The Solution for…

Who should be interested?

◆ Validating change management programmes

◆ Change managers

◆ Ensuring that complex and disruptive programmes are
justifiable and will deliver results

◆ Directors seeking to bring teams together around
new objectives

◆ Complex and remote stakeholder groups

◆ HR specialists needing the confidence and authority
to drive change

◆ Embedding industry best practice into change from
the start

◆ Board executives looking to maintain optimised
performance in a changing world
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CHANGE DIAGNOSTIC

WHAT WE DID FOR: HIGHWAYS ENGLAND

Highways England (HE)’s Road Investment Strategy was
committed to finding £163m of efficiencies within its capital
investment programme across a five-year business plan.
To achieve this, HE’s Programme Management Office was
engaging with project management teams internally and
with the Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers delivering work.
The objectives were clear, but the construction supply
chain was long and varied, processes differed across the
businesses, and some of the larger Tier 1 organisations had
entrenched processes in use across other programmes, too.
HE rightly wanted to implement a multi-million pound
programme to align its supply chain around best-practice
procurement without affecting quality or value. But to
ensure that it worked, and that all stakeholders could
buy into it, A2B Excellence was engaged following a
competitive tender to conduct a Change Diagnostic.
We spent a compressed five-week period working with
stakeholders across the supply chain to
• understand the realities of the problems they faced
• extract their own recommendations for remediation
• c
 onnect stakeholders with the change process so that
change is participatory rather than mandated
Similarly, with rapid employee surveys, staff can feed back
whether they are receiving the support they need from
managers to perform to their best. We have provided
empirical, quantifiable evidence of performance on which
the business can depend to make decisions; not with a
view to losing the worst performers, but rather to getting the
best from everyone on the staff, and preventing any future
descent into infighting.

Our tried-and-tested methodologies for qualitative and
quantitative capture are based on a matrix of interviews,
group sessions and conversations plus data harvested
from management systems. We assess all these against
recognised benchmarks and industry best practice to
ensure that planned change approaches stand up to
rigorous analysis and are likely to yield the expected results.
Where they do, we can fast-track activities. Where they
don’t, we can advise on refining them, suggest alternatives
or simply save money. The comparatively minimal
investment in upfront professionalism has meant that:
• E
 xisting best practice has been surfaced across the
supply chain, preventing duplication (for example,
Tier 1 construction business, Costain, brought a mature
efficiencies capture process to the table)
•	
Participating teams across the supply chain are
change-ready and aligned with HE’s efficiency
objectives
•	
Key challenges have been highlighted – and so have
the quick wins.

“Thanks to A2B Excellence, we are already
£25m better off. But the long term value of
their intervention, which has changed the
way we work together, will be incalculable”
Sarah Haddow, Regional Programme
Manager, Risk and Assurance,
Highways England
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WHAT DO WE TYPICALLY ACHIEVE?
A reliable truth
What happens on paper is never what happens in real life.
By understanding both the motivations of teams and the
commercial pressures they are under (the executive base,
the commercial landscape, financial situation, supplier
relationships etc.), we can – at lightning speed – offer a
more nuanced and realistic assessment of ‘the corporate
truth’. And that means you can approach change with
your eyes open

Minimum effort, maximum improvement
Upheaval is not fun, and we are one of the few
consultancies to recognise that the human cost of
disruption can be challenging – and it creates inertia or
even ‘brain drain’. It’s our business to get you from today’s
situation to tomorrow’s outcomes with the minimum of
disruption and complexity. We have implemented many
improvement processes in teams of hundreds of people,
always aiming to uncover the latent talent and goodwill
in the workforce; and it gives us the insight to validate
change management programmes with honesty.

Extra Benefits of our Change
Diagnostic
• Credibility. Have your plans assessed by a
credible and non-partisan outside expert
•	
Benchmark Performance. As well as
understanding your operations, this is an
opportunity to benchmark skills against external
standards, setting the bar for performance
beyond your own doors.
•	
Discover new talent. Every organisation has latent
talent and latent skills – often lying dormant. By
making change accessible and surfacing needs
within the organisation, we will help you to deploy
that talent where it is most valuable both to your
business and your employees’ job satisfaction.

Actionable advice
The key benefit of our Change Diagnostic s that we can
offer you actionable advice to take your business forward
in a matter of days. This typically includes advice around:
• Processes
• Engagement and communication
• Behavioural change
• Corporate culture
• Change Implementation
• Quick wins
…to help you deliver results fast and effectively; and
achieve employee buy-in instead of suspicion and
dissatisfaction

Executive support
A2B are used to working in challenging, often unionised
environments and we are used to ever-changing
commercial landscapes. As experienced business and
process managers with an award-winning history in
employee engagement, we frequently become trusted
advisors to senior executives and line management
cohorts who require support in driving change without
disruption and complexity.

WHY A2B EXCELLENCE?
The A2B Excellence team is uniquely qualified to
ensure your operational team is optimised:
•	An award-winning consultancy, including
recognition from the Chartered Institute of
Professional Development and professional
qualifications in Belbin and Thomas talent
assessment tools.
•	Global awards for employee engagement three
years running.
•	A strong track record in public and private sectors,
with over 30 years of management experience
in complex and challenging commercial and
employee environments.
•	Devoted to building high-performance teams
which meet both the expectations of the business
and the career ambitions of team members. Our
work has been independently validated, saving
thousands of man-days and millions of pounds.
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